[Experimental study of distribution of stress and strain on pelvis in normal Chinese adult].
To approach the biomechanical properties of pelvis in normal Chinese adult, an intact pelvis taken from fresh healthy male cadaver after sudden death was used in this study. The pelvis joined up with lumber4, 5 and proximal segment of femurs. After appropriate management of the specimen, the loads in the simulated test (stand position of normal adult) are 300 N, 600 N and 900 N. With strain electric measuring apparatus, the distribution of stress and strain, and the actual linear strain of every measuring point are obtained. Data processing was performed on computer. The main stress sigma 1, sigma 2 and their direction angles were acquired. The results of the simulated test demonstrated that the stress of iliac bone adjacent to sacro-iliac articulation was maximum in all measuring points. The linear strain values of 0 degree direction parallel with coronal section were negative in majority, but those of 45 degrees and 90 degrees direction vertical with coronal section were positive in majority. So the distribution of the linear strain of pelvis should be very complicated. When 900 N weight acted on the pelvis, the maximum main stress sigma max = 0.269-20.01 MPa and the minimum main stress sigma min = -0.095(-)-16.56 MPa. The angle of the maximum main stress with coronal section did not exceed 4 degrees.